PDM Workflow
Bringing Business Processes under Control
The PLM Workflow solution extends the base
functionality of Model Manager allowing users to
manage and control their business processes, through
graphical workflow descriptions.



PLM Workflow allows creation of graphically defined
workflows that can be updated as your business
processes change and improve. There are no
programming skills required; with less than a day’s
training you will be building and deploying your own
workflows.





Built in timeout rules keep users on task if
actions have not been completed ensuring the
process is kept on track
Simple design using intuitive graphical layout
tools brings users up to speed quickly without
requirement of expensive training
Easily configured and maintained

In today’s competitive climate it is vital to be in charge
of your business processes. PLM Workflow allows you to
automate your business processes and bring them under
control. There are no limits on the number of different
workflows you can build to manage your business
processes. From engineering change, to new product
development or even simple document signoff, PLM
Workflow delivers control through visibility, traceability
and accountability.
Main Features
PLM Workflow allows you to:







Quickly create new workflows using a graphical
interface from simple three step processes to
complex multi-step procedures covering many
paths
Refine existing workflow definitions to deliver
improved efficiency
Provide visual feedback of process though a
graphical preview
Keep track of processes without the need for
separate lists or paper trails
Maintain an accurate audit trail

Benefits










Improve profitability through process efficiency
Identify bottlenecks and reduce lead times
Quickly identify the stage any process has
reached by checking the graphical preview
Maintain a full audit trail providing traceability
and accountability at all stages
Email notification keeps stakeholders informed
Process is controlled at all stages as working
documents are taken through the process and
approved, moved on or declined as defined by
the process rules
Eliminate delays and lost information due to
poorly defined manual processes
Tasks can be re-assigned to other members of
the same group allowing for holidays/sickness
and preventing unnecessary delays

http://www.csi-europe.com

System Requirements
Model Manager V19 or later.
Microsoft Windows 7,8 and 10 Client
Licensing
PLM Workflow is licensed as a single user floating
license. For larger organisations, PLM Workflow can be
supplied as a 25 multi-user license bundle.
In addition PLM Workflow can be purchased as a license
bundle with PDM Anydocs.
Installation and Administration
The administration and configuration of this module is
all carried out through the standard Model Manager
Administration user interface.
Ordering Information
For further information please contact CSI direct using
email to info@csi-europe.com or your regional
authorised PTC Reseller Partner.
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